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CHAPTER 1:  

INTRODUCTION 

This volume is separated in two different parts. They are all both economic studies 
of the different aspects of the project. In a first hand, the economic study of the 
technicities of project itself is going to be studied, with the different installations, 
the photovoltaic and the thermo solar one, and the insulation. On the second 
hand, the cost of the project as a work is going to be explored, taking into account 
the time that has been spent in each task. 
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CHAPTER 2:  

ECONOMICAL STUDY OF 

THE TECHNICITIES OF 

THE PROJECT  

In this chapter the costs of the construction materials and the renewable 
installation are going to be studied to know the total cost of the house of the 
project as well as for the time of amortization of the different components of the 
house.  

2.1. Construction costs 
In order to be able to evaluate the costs in the construction two studies are done. 
The first one is to compare the energy consumption of the optimized house with 
the same house having a random glaze ratio. The second one will compare the 
energy consumption difference and then the savings from the isolated house 
compared to the non-isolated one. 

2.1.1. Cost comparison between a glaze-ratio optimised house and a non-
optimized one. 

The non-optimised house is set to have the windows located in the rational walls, 
the ones in which would be placed a window in a standard house. This will relate 
the energy saving to the ratio parameter but also the distribution in order to 
compare a house in which the windows have been placed where they use to be to 
a house in which the location of the windows have been studied. The non-optimised 
house is set to have all the windows with a glaze ratio of 30%, and through a 
simulation the energy consumption has been studied and it is as it follows: 
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Table 2.1. Non-optimised house energy consumption 

 
The average electric and heating consumption in the studied non-optimised house 
is of 356.26Wh. Taking the price of the electricity from Endesa1, which is 
0.140771€/kWh, if the previous electric and heating consumption is compared to 
the optimised house, the total energy consumption of both scenarios are as 
following: 

Table 2.2. Comparison between the glaze-ratio optimised and the non-
optimised house consumption2 

 

It is possible to observe that the saving is not very important, however it has to 
be taken into account that this optimisation has no cost, so it’s a saving with no 
initial investment of 50€ per year. 

2.1.2. Cost comparison between an isolated house and a non–isolated 
one 

For the following study the non-isolated house would be the optimised house of 
reference, with all the surface materials set to the pre-set material, while the 
isolated house will be with the isolation material that has been chosen in the 
chapter 7. So for the costs, the only material that has been taken into account is 
the one that has been changed between both scenarios, which is the roof. 

For the pre-set material for the roof, the components and the cost is the following: 

Random House Window
GLAZING 

RATIO (%)
Surface

Heating Energy 

(Wh)

Electric Light 

(Wh)

Heating and 

Electric 

Consumption 

(Wh)

WEST 30
SOUTH 30

Room2 SOUTH 30 12 36,70 20,66 57,36
EAST 30

SOUTH 30
NORTH 10
SOUTH 30

Bathroom EAST 30 8 42,67 8,29 50,95
Hall pre-bathroom NONE 2 8,37 0,00 8,37

Hall Rooms NONE 6 15,10 0,00 15,10
Total 100 244,48 111,78 356,26

Room1 12

Room 3

Living Room

15

45 0 46,62 46,62

63,26 20,66 83,93

78,39 15,54 93,93

Annual Heating and 

Electric consumption 

(kWh/year)

Non-optimised house 3120,8
Optimised house 2769,5
Difference 351,3
Price of electricity (€/kWh) 0,140771
CO2 emissions (kg/kWh) 0,33
Savings (€/year) 49,46
CO2 savings (kg/year) 115,94
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Table 2.3. Roof pre-set material cost3. 

 
The construction costs have already been studied in the section 7.4, and the final 
cost of the materials is the following: 

Table 2.3. Cost of the construction for the insulated house3. 

 
From these two previous tables, the cost of the roof is going to be used for the 
cost amortization. The price difference between both roofs is of 3487.28€. 

The annual energy saving between both scenarios is the following: 

Table 2.4. Annual energy consumption and saving. 

 

2.1.3. Isolation amortization 
In order to be able to study the time of amortization of the insulation cost, the 
energy saving and the energy price have to be known. Knowing that the cost of 
the energy is of 0.140771€/kWh, the savings can be computed. 

Table 2.3. Energy price 

 

Material Price (€/m2) Total price (€)
100mm lightweight concrete 7,5 765
Ceiling air space resistance 3,77 384,54

Acoustic tile 5,27 537,54
1687,08

102

Surface  (m2) Material Price per m2 (€/m2) Price (€)
Wall 142,5 Pre-set material 99,2 14138,92

Window 31,9 Pre-set material 47,3 1508,92
Roof 102 ASHRAE IEAD Climate Zone 2-8 50,7 5174,36

Annual Heating and 

Electric consumption 

(kWh/year)

Optimised house 2769,5
Isolated optimised house 386,7
Difference 2382,8
Price of electricity (€/kWh) 0,140771
CO2 emissions (kg/kWh) 0,33
Savings (€/year) 335,43
CO2 savings (kg/year) 786,33

Price kWh (€) 0,140771
Energy saving per year 

(kWh/year))
2382,8

Savings (€/year) 335,43
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In order to be able to compute the amortization time, the initial investment has 
been taken as reference, which is 3487.28€. The price of the energy has been 
supposed to increase 0.05 € per year, due to the process of inflation. The 
amortization study is the following: 

Table 2.4. Insulation amortization study 

 
From the economic study, it is possible to observe that the insulation of the roof 
would be amortized within the next 6 year, from which the total balance would be 
positive, with an income of about 1000 € in savings per year. So the installation 
amortization would be realized in 2021. 

2.2. Renewable energy installation costs. 

2.2.1. Photovoltaic installation  
In the memory it has been proposed two different cases, two different photovoltaic 
installations. 

A) Case A) 
x Installation Costs 

After setting the installation components, their dimensions, the connection wire 
system and all the electronic devices it is possible to do an estimation of the cost 
of this installation: 

Table 2.5 Electronic devices and wires cost of the PV installation4,5,6,7 for 
case a) 

 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Initial invertion (€) 3.487,28              -                                             -                                     -                       -                      -                             

Price of kWh in the 
REE (cts €/kWh)

0,140771 0,190771 0,240771 0,290771 0,340771 0,390771

Energy saved 
(kWh/year)

2382,80 2382,80 2382,80 2382,80 2382,80 2382,80

Savings in electricity(€) 335,43                 454,57                                      573,71                              692,85                811,99               931,13                      

Expenses (€) 3.151,85              454,57 -                                     573,71 -                             692,85 -               811,99 -              931,13 -                     

Cumulated Balance (€) 3.151,85 -             2.697,28 -                                  2.123,57 -                          1.430,72 -            618,73 -              312,40                      

Total price (€)
Photovoltaic panels 5.857,16             

Batteries 9.131,81             
Inverter 24Vdc/230Vac 1.837,00             
Regulator 24Vdc/48Vdc 603,00                

Price of electronic devices 17.428,97           
Section (mm2) Lenght (m) Num Price/m (€) Total price ( €)

Panels- Regulator 4 10 3 2,04 61,25                  
Regulator - Batteries 70 5 3 8,25 123,75                
Regulator - Inverter 25 2 1 4,71 9,42                    

Regulator - Electrical panel 6 3 3 3,05 27,45                  
Inverter- Electrical panel 1 3 1 1,50 4,50                    
Photovoltaic panel wires 4 44 2 2,04 179,52                

Total price wires 344,64                
Total price 17.773,61           

3
1
12

201

16
Num Price (€)

366,07
760,98
1837,00
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In this study the support devices are not taken into account as their price is 
negligible compared to the final cost. The cost of the panels and electronic devices 
is of 17429€ and the cost of the wires of the installation is 344.64€. In the wire 
cost, the lines of AC and DC have not been taken into account as whether the 
electricity is provided by the photovoltaic panels whether it is provided by the 
electrical grid, this wire installation has to be done, so as it wouldn’t be an extra 
cost due to the photovoltaic installation, then they have not been taken into 
account. If the cost of the electronic devices is added to the cost of the wires, the 
final budget needed in order to be able to realise this installation is of 17773.61€.   

 

x Installation amortization 

In this installation, there are months were there is a deficit of energy production 
which has to be compensated with the electric energy coming from the electrical 
grid. The energy that has to be taken from the grid is the following. 

Table 2.6. Energy deficit for case a) 

 

In order to be able to study the time of amortization of the installation cost, the 
energy consumption and the energy price have to be known. From Endesa1 the 
cost of the energy is of 0.140771€/kWh.  

Table 2.7. Energy price for case a) 

 
In order to be able to compute the amortization time, the initial investment has 
been taken as reference, which is 18505.75€. The price of the energy has been 
supposed to increase 0.05 € per year, due to the process of inflation. The 
amortization study is the following: 

Month Deficit of energy (kWh/month)
November 14,40
December 51,46
January 50,55

Total 116,41

Price kWh (€) 0,14
Energy consumed from the grid (kWh/year) 116,41
Energy consumed from the installation (kWh/year) 2709,83
Cost of the energy from the grid (€) 16,39
Saved energy from the installation (€) 381,47
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Table 2.8. Amortization study of the photovoltaic installation 

 
  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Initial invertion (€) 17.773,61         0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Price of kWh in the REE (cts €/kWh) 0,140771 0,190771 0,240771 0,290771 0,340771 0,390771 0,440771 0,490771 0,540771 0,590771 0,640771 0,690771 0,740771 0,790771 0,840771

Energy saved with the installation (kWh/year) 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83 2709,83

Savings in electricity (€) 381,47              516,96          652,45          787,94          923,43                1.058,92        1.194,42      1.329,91      1465,40 1600,89 1736,38 1871,88 2007,37 2142,86 2278,35

Expenses (€) 17.392,14         516,96 -         652,45 -         787,94 -         923,43 -               1.058,92 -       1.194,42 -     1.329,91 -     1.465,40 -         1.600,89 -       1.736,38 -       1.871,88 -         2.007,37 -      2.142,86 -         2.278,35 -          

Cumulated Balance (€) 17.392,14 -        16.875,18 -    16.222,73 -    15.434,79 -    14.511,36 -          13.452,43 -     12.258,02 -   10.928,11 -   9.462,71 -         7.861,82 -       6.125,43 -       4.253,56 -         2.246,19 -      103,33 -            2.175,02           
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From the economic study, it is possible to observe that the photovoltaic installation 
would be amortized within the next 14 year, from which the total balance would 
be positive, with an income of about 2270 € in savings per year. So the installation 
amortization would be realized in 2030. 

 

B) Case B) 
x Installation Costs 

After setting the installation components, their dimensions, the connection wire 
system and all the electronic devices it is possible to do an estimation of the cost 
of this installation: 

Table 2.9 Electronic devices and wires cost of the PV installation4,5,6,7 for 
case b) 

 
In this study the support devices are not taken into account as their price is 
negligible compared to the final cost. The cost of the panels and electronic devices 
is of 18161.11€ and the cost of the wires of the installation is 344.64€. In the wire 
cost, the lines of AC and DC have not been taken into account as whether the 
electricity is provided by the photovoltaic panels whether it is provided by the 
electrical grid, this wire installation has to be done, so as it wouldn’t be an extra 
cost due to the photovoltaic installation, then they have not been taken into 
account. If the cost of the electronic devices is added to the cost of the wires, the 
final budget needed in order to be able to realise this installation is of 18505.75€.  
The final cost of the photovoltaic installation is of 18505.75€. 

 

x Installation amortization 

In this installation, there are months were there is a deficit of energy production 
which has to be compensated with the electric energy coming from the electrical 
grid. The energy that has to be taken from the grid is the following: 

 

 

 

Total price (€)
Photovoltaic panels 6.589,30             

Batteries 9.131,81             
Inverter 24Vdc/230Vac 1.837,00             
Regulator 24Vdc/48Vdc 603,00                

Price of electronic devices 18.161,11           

Section (mm2) Lenght (m) Num Price/m (€) Total price ( €)
Panels- Regulator 4 10 3 2,04 61,25                  

Regulator - Batteries 70 5 3 8,25 123,75                
Regulator - Inverter 25 2 1 4,71 9,42                    
Regulator - Electrical 

panel
6 3 3 3,05 27,45                  

Inverter- Electrical panel 1 3 1 1,50 4,50                    

Photovoltaic panel wires 4 44 2 2,04 179,52                
Total price wires 344,64                

Total price 18.505,75           

18
Num Price (€)

366,07
760,98

1837,00
3
1

12

201
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Table 2.10. Energy deficit for case b) 

 

In order to be able to study the time of amortization of the installation cost, the 
energy consumption and the energy price have to be known. From Endesa1 the 
cost of the energy is of 0.140771€/kWh.  

 

Table 2.11. Energy savings for case b) 

 
In order to be able to compute the amortization time, the initial investment has 
been taken as reference, which is 18505.75€. The price of the energy has been 
supposed to increase 0.05 € per year, due to the process of inflation. The 
amortization study is the following: 

Month Deficit of energy (kWh/month)
December 27,97
January 26,94

Total 54,92

Price kWh (€) 0,14
Energy consumed from the grid (kWh/year) 54,92
Energy consumed from the installation (kWh/year) 2771,33
Cost of the energy from the grid (€) 7,73
Saved energy from the installation (€) 390,12
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Table 2.12. Amortization study of the photovoltaic installation in case b) 

 
  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Initial invertion (€) 18.505,75         0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Price of kWh in the REE (cts €/kWh) 0,140771 0,190771 0,240771 0,290771 0,340771 0,390771 0,440771 0,490771 0,540771 0,590771 0,640771 0,690771 0,740771 0,790771 0,840771

Energy saved with the installation (kWh/year) 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33 2771,33

Savings in electricity (€) 390,12              528,69          667,26          805,82          944,39                1.082,95        1.221,52      1.360,09          1498,65 1637,22 1775,79 1914,35 2052,92 2191,48 2330,05

Expenses (€) 18.115,63         528,69 -         667,26 -         805,82 -         944,39 -               1.082,95 -       1.221,52 -     1.360,09 -         1.498,65 -         1.637,22 -       1.775,79 -       1.914,35 -         2.052,92 -      2.191,48 -         2.330,05 -          

Cumulated Balance (€) 18.115,63 -        17.586,94 -    16.919,69 -    16.113,86 -    15.169,48 -          14.086,52 -     12.865,00 -   11.504,92 -       10.006,26 -       8.369,04 -       6.593,26 -       4.678,91 -         2.625,99 -      434,50 -            1.895,55           
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From the economic study, it is possible to observe that the photovoltaic installation 
would be amortized within the next 14 year, from which the total balance would 
be positive, with an income of about 2300 € in savings per year. So the installation 
amortization would be realized in 2030. 

 

x Conclusions  

From the two previous studies it is possible to observe that the amortization time 
is the same. This is due to the fact that the cost of two more panels is small 
compared to the total price of the installation. However in case b) the savings are 
a little bigger than in case a), with a final balance of 2175€ for the year 2030 for 
case a) while the final balance of case b) in the same year is 1895€.  In this case 
it has been decided to realise the installation of case a), so 16 panels for the final 
project. 

 

2.2.2. Thermo solar installation 
x Installation Costs 

After setting the installation dimensions and the needed components it is possible 
to do an estimation of the installation cost. The cost of the thermo solar installation 
is the following: 

Table 2.13. Collector and devices price8 

 

 

In this study the support of the thermo solar installation as well as the tank are 
not taken into account but its price is negligible compared to the rest of the 
installation. The final price of the installation would be of 6197€ in which is included 
the price of the collectors, the electronic devices used to control the process and 
the solar pump. 

x Installation amortization 

In order to be able to study the time of amortization of the installation cost, the 
energy consumption and the energy price have to be known. As for before, the 
energy cost is of 0.140771€/kWh, so the price of the energy is as following: 

 

 

 

Number Price (€) Total Price (€)

Thermo solar collectors 2 2260 4520

Control system Solar Module SM1 1 365 365

Calorimeter Calorimeter for SM1 1 243 243

Solar pump Solar pump assembly 10 1 1069 1069

Total Price 6197
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Table 2.14. Electricity price 

 
In order to be able to compute the amortization time, the initial investment has 
been taken as reference, which is 6196€. The price of the energy has been 
supposed to increase 0.05 € per year, due to the process of inflation. The 
amortization study is the following: 

 

Table 2.15. Amortization study for the Thermo solar installation 

 
From the economic study, it is possible to observe that the thermos solar 
installation would be amortized within the next 6 years, from which the total 
balance would be positive, with an income of about 1500€ in savings per year. So 
the installation amortization would be realized in 2021. However, it has to be taken 
into account that some parts of the installation has not been valuated in the final 
price, so the real amortization would probably be a little later, one year or two at 
maximum. 

2.3. Total cost 
In the previous parts, all the costs have been studied separately, and the 
amortization has been realized for each installation. However now, all the cost 
analysis are going to be done as if all of the installation and isolation were realized 
in order to study their viability. The following table presents the final cost of the 
installations and the energy saving due to it: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Price kWh 0,140771 (€)
Energy consumption per 
year 4.300,41 (kWh/year)

Energy price per year 605,37 (€/year)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
Initial invertion (€) 6.197,00                      0 0 0 0 0

Price of kWh in the REE 
(cts €/kWh)

0,140771 0,190771 0,240771 0,290771 0,340771 0,390771

Energy needed 
(kWh/year) 4300,41 4300,41 4300,41 4300,41 4300,41 4300,41

Savings in electricity(€) 605,37                         820,39             1.035,41            1.250,43      1.465,45          1.680,47           

Expenses (€) 5.591,63                      820,39 -            1.035,41 -           1.250,43 -     1.465,45 -         1.680,47 -          

Cumulated Balance (€) 5.591,63 -                     4.771,23 -         3.735,82 -           2.485,39 -     1.019,93 -         660,54              
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Table 2.16. Installations cost and energy saving. 

 

 

With the initial investment and the savings done per year, the amortization study 
can be done, taking into account that it has been supposed that the electricity cost 
would increase 0.05€ per year. 

 

 

PV installation cost (€) 17773,61
TS installation cost (€) 6197

Isolation cost (€) 3487,28

Total cost (€) 27457,89

Price kWh (€/kWh) 0,140771
Energy needed in PV (kWh/year) 2709,83
Energy needed in TS (kWh/year) 4300,41

Energy saved in the insulation (kWh/year) 2382,8
Total energy saved (kWh/year) 9393,04

Savings per year (€/year) 1322,27
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Table 9.12. Final amortization study 

 
  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Initial invertion (€) 27.457,89      -              -              -              -              -              -              -              -              

Price of kWh in the REE ( €/kWh) 0,140771 0,190771 0,240771 0,290771 0,340771 0,390771 0,440771 0,490771 0,540771

Energy saved (kWh/year) 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04 9393,04

Savings in electricity(€) 1.322,27        1.791,92    2.261,57    2.731,22    3.200,88    3.670,53    4.140,18    4.609,83    5.079,48    

Expenses (€) 26.135,62      1.791,92 -   2.261,57 -   2.731,22 -   3.200,88 -   3.670,53 -   4.140,18 -   4.609,83 -   5.079,48 -   

Cumulated Balance (€) 26.135,62 -     24.343,70 - 22.082,13 - 19.350,91 - 16.150,03 - 12.479,50 - 8.339,32 -   3.729,49 -   1.349,99    
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The amortization of all the installations would be done within 9 years, with, from 
then, an income of 5000€ in savings per year. So the installation amortization 
would be finished in 2024. 

2.4. Viability of the installations. 
From the previous point, the resulting amortization time would be of 9 years. 
Taking into account that the average life cycle of the photovoltaic panels and the 
collectors are of about 20 years, and that the life cycle of the batteries is about 10 
to 12 year, this installation would be viable in an economical way. 

Moreover, with this installations, the need in electricity coming from the grid is 
brought to zero, so all the energy used come from a renewable energy source, 
which means that there is also a saving in CO2 emissions. The average CO2 
emission in Spain per kWh is of 0.33kgCO2/kWh. So from the energy saving of the 
previous table, it is possible to obtain that there is an emission reduction or saving 
of 3.099 tonnes of CO2 per year.  

In relation with the technical viability, the installation is small and so does not 
represent any visual impact. 
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CHAPTER 3:  

PROJECT COST  

In this chapter, the Gantt Chart realised in the Volume I is going to be used to 
study the cost of the project, as an engineering study, which cost depends on the 
time and the needed material.  

All the different steps presented in the Gantt Chart cannot be considered as real 
steps in an engineering project because some of them are pre-requirements in the 
context of an energetic consultant. For instance, to have the knowledge of the use 
of the different softwares is supposed to be a requirement for a project study, a 
requirement that cannot be qualified as “engineering work” for the project in a 
consultant context. This means that not all the hours spent in this actual project 
can be qualified as working hours in the case of an engineering energetic study, 
and that is why the total time spent in the project has been divided into pre-
requirements and the project itself. 

Usually the cost of an engineering study is between 25€ and 35€ per hour. This 
cost includes the time of work but also the different softwares used to be able to 
realise the different studies and simulations. The software used in this project, 
Rhino3D v.5, for instance, costs 995€. The different computers used to realise the 
simulations and the studies have also to be taken into account as well as the 
different other softwares that have been used in little occasions in this project but 
could be needed in some other projects, as for MySketch, in order to draw 
architectural plans. So all the pre-requirements for the study that generate 
expenses have also been taken into account in the cost of work per hour. 

The different steps of the project and their status between previous requirements 
and the project itself are presented in the following table, as well as for the time 
spent in them: 
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Table 3.1. Steps and time of work 

 
From this table, the total amount of time that is qualified as project itself is 44 
days. Every step have different time characteristics, as for example, in the case of 
the simulations, the program itself can be set within hours, however, once the 
program is run, the simulations can be running for several hours, even days in 
some cases. So the time of running the simulations have also been taken into 
account. It is then possible to make the time of each step more precise, specifying 
if it is working time or if it is time in which the simulations are done. This is 
important as, in each day, there are 8 working hours, however, the simulation runs 
24h/24, and it has to be taken into account, as the computers cannot be used 
within this period.  

It has been decided to provide two different tariffs for the two different working 
types, 30€ per hours for the working hours and 12.5€ per hour for the simulating 
hours. 

 

 

 

 

STEPS Time (days) Status

Software research 10 Previous
Learn the different tools of 

Grasshopper 30 Previous
Information resarch about energy in 

residential construction and sector 15 Previous
Energy simulation in a room 10 Previous
Energy simulation algorithm 

architecture for the building 2 Project
Hypothesis for Room 1 2 Project
Hypothesis for Room 2 2 Project
Hypothesis for Room 3 2 Project
Hypothesis for Living Room 2 Project
Hypothesis for Bathroom 2 Project
Energy simulation for the house 2 Project
Materials simulations 2 Project
Laws research 4 Project
Thermo solar installation 4 Project
Photovoltaic installation 5 Project
Construction cost 3 Project
Renewable installations cost 3 Project
Final costs 2 Project
Report 8 Project
Total previous time (days)

Total project time (days)

65
45
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Table 3.2. Types of work and price. 

 
From this table, the cost of working hours is of 7020€ and the cost in terms of 
simulations time is of 2237.5€, so the final cost of the project as an engineering 
study is of 9257.5€, for a total time of 45 working days, which is approximatively 
two months. 

 

  

Working hours

Simulating 

hours

Energy simulation algorithm 

architecture for the building 14
Hypothesis for Room 1 4 30
Hypothesis for Room 2 4 30
Hypothesis for Room 3 4 30
Hypothesis for Living Room 4 30
Hypothesis for Bathroom 4 30
Energy simulation for the house 8 20
Materials simulations 8 5
Laws research 14
Thermo solar installation 28
Photovoltaic installation 32
Construction cost 20 4
Renewable installations cost 20
Final costs 14
Report 56
Total hours 234 179
Price per hour (€/h) 30 12,5
Price per hour 7020 2237,5
Total Price (€) 9257,5
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CHAPTER 4:  

CONCLUSIONS  

Once the project has been realised, it is important to study the different costs of 
the proposed solutions, in order to see if they are economically viable.  

The initial investment of the project for the renewable installations and the 
isolation is about 28200€, an investment that has different amortization times 
depending on the field. The amortizations have been studied for each item. 

Concerning the isolation, the amortization would be within the next 6 years, so in 
2021, with savings of 1000€ per year. The photovoltaic installation would be 
amortized in the next 16 years, in 2032, with an income of about 2000 € in savings 
per year. In the case of the thermal solar installation, the amortization would be 
like for the isolation, in the next 6 years, in 2021, with an income of about 1500€ 
in savings per year. 

When all the installations are put together in a same study, the time of 
amortization is reduced to 10 years, that means in 2025, with an income in savings 
in energy bills of 5000€ per year. 

The cost of this project in respect of an engineering study, with the different tariffs 
depending on the type of work is of 9257€ for a work of two months. This amount 
seems to be high at first sight, however, it allows, with an initial investment of 
28200€, to have energetic savings of 5000€ from the tenth year taking into 
account the lifespan of the different installation components. 

Moreover, with this installations, the need in electricity coming from the grid is 
brought to nearly zero, so all the energy used come from a renewable energy 
source, which means that there is also a saving in CO2 emissions, an emission 
reduction of 2.930 tonnes of CO2 per year.  
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